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Deer Dick, 

I bsve not sent the leler to eleyboy because I em certain the 
tieing, formulation end ulproech .are wrone for t:Iem. If you feel o[herwise, 
sned ti attention 14r. Goode and use my name. 

They agonizee over comine to see me for months, then didn't. They 
sweated over acme of my ubpuhlisted stuff end then didn't go for it. Their 
explanation is that they would publish nothing again on the subject unless trey 
could solve the crime. You know what the 3urkley signature on whet have it end 
the authorization are seesetionel, scandalous things. They sew these end many 
others in Februar7 1968. Now we also know they heve not ended treatment of 
the subject, for they are publishing-commissioned-Kirkwood. So, it boils down to 
a fear to handle except in special formats, like interviews. 

It is better to aprroech them with the completed article, for they 
do not k ow you. Felling in that, then a simple letter would be much more effective 
end have none o;' the (for them) liabilities of your approach. One is stipulating 
eppeerence with Kirkwood. Thpp will find it an unecceptoble stipulation end would 
reject o: tuis bests alone. It may also be a mechanicel impossibility. If you went me 
to elaborate, I will. 

kieety comment on the edition to the sections on dents: 

Page 1- per. 2 do you not went to note that the case also gets marked? 
"all traces" or "ell visible traces'?; par 5 "allegedly" before ordered; per. 6, can 
we pdstulate that no bullet was fired froe the cases?: six, "Cetsid" rifle, quote 
to mhburte irelicete lack of positive proof it was his or teat he even ordere it. 

Page 2-lines 203, why net indicate no fingerprints on shells, untsual 
for ectual use an significant if -rented; per 3, is it only the firing-pin marking 
the framer knew wee needed, or did you restrict it to this for a pureoeeY 

Page 3- per 3, "directed" or "ordered" rather than "caused", end I 
think test bee you shoulu lean eel the 'oniLdseion, really its lawyers, with 
reference to the character and linitatioae of the questioning, for, technically, 
a witness is restricted to respoeding to nuestioas. Frazier did net design this. 
na he been told to fine outKwLat had happened, this is whet he would have done. 

He was given a tjob to do. 	did that job, nothing else. elevent bare is what 
you discovered wits the trajectory, etc. If you .ere in a position where you could 
e'k him an get an answer, he would say ' did chat I we asked to do, nothing else. 

I have lost the runge-master's phone but will get in touch soon. 

1 c) word fro, -incoln. 

Nothing else new, e-ve that Downey is going out of business. .1 have 
B young teleer in London now. 

Burriedly, 



'That do we know now? What can we say ehith absolute 

certainty? 

There are but two ways of removing a bullet from a 

loaded cartridge: either you shoot it out, or you pull 
it out. If you shoot it out, the cartridge case takes 

essentially the shape of the chamber in which it was 
fired, and if there is a dent on the case when a bullet 
is fired from it, all traces of the dent are removed. 
If you pull the bullet out, the cartridge case retains 
its original shape and all of its eri.einal defects, even 

when its primer lo subseeetently fired. 
GEs 544 and 5457 (dented case shoulder) held bullets 

when they were dented, but bullets cannot have been fired 
from them; the firing of bullets would have obliterated 
the dents. The bullets that acre oeeted in GEs 544 and 

545 were pulled and discarded. 
Of CE 543 (dented case mouth) what has been said does 

not yet conclusively establish that it never fired a bullet, 

for it is possible to suppose that a bullet was fired from 
it and that subsequently the empty case was dented in the 
course of a faulted attespt to chamber it. In anticipation, 

of evidence that will be presented in another part of this 
article, I ask the reader at this point merely to accept 
the assertion that CE 543 never fired a bullet. Even now, 
however, it is possible to know that CE 543 did not fire 
a bullet at the President; the case mouth would have re-
tained its uninterrupted circular shape if a bullet had 
been fired from it during the assassination. 

The primers of the three cartridge cases bear micro-
scopic marks which were made by the firing pin and bolt 
face of no other weapon than the -one that Oswald. ordered. 
That Mannlicher-Carcano rifle was used to blast those 

nrimers. 

An obscure but fundamental difficulty causes me to 
resist elaborating the description of what happened to 
the cartridge cases. There is a temptation to place the 
rifle and cartridges in the hands of the accomplice, to 
watch him pull the bullets and drain the powder-from the 

cases, to see him charge the clip with an empty case and 
try to chamber it, to hoar him curse ..hen he fails, to 
watch him search for another way and hear "ah" when he 
succeeds, to. see him blink es the primers pop. But that 
is more than the evidence alloleo. ..1though we know the 
sequence cf events which affected the cartridge cases, 
we cannot know the lapse of time between each event. 

Nevertheless, knowledge of the sequence alone leads 
without encouragement, without effort, to the unshakable 
conclusion that Lee Hervey Oswald was framed. 

Firing the primers -f the three cartrie,re cases in . 
rifle that Oswald ordered eurely wae ehrt of the deliber-
ate preparation of inculpatory objecte. (.;e cannot cell 



them evidence, except with reference to the cartridge 
cases as evidence of a frame-up). Dropping the cases 
re,ir the Depository window likewise was a deliberate part. 
of a.frame-up. The dents on the cartridge cases, however, 
protably were administered , itt.10-1t Meliberation, uncon-
sciously. They may not even have been noticed. 

Something can be said about the person .(or persons) 
who prepared this phase of the Oswald frame, for he is 
an exemplary instance of the biblical dictum, "By their 
fruits ye shall know them." 

He knew enough about the procedures of firearms 
identification to understand that the primers had to be 
marked by the firing pin of the rifle that Oswald ordered, 
for otherwise there could be no positive connection bet-
ween the cartridge cases and the rifle, no faultless 
link between the crime and Oswald. 

His knowledge was imperfect, however, for he failed 
to perceive that the firing of unbulleted cartridge cases 
alters only the primers. When a fully loaded cartridge is 
fired in a rifle chamber, a thousand chances take place 
all over the cartridge case. Several of the changes'are 
conspicuous even to inexperienced eyes; all the changes 
are evident under the tedious scrutiny of a microscope 
where seemingly smooth surfaces appear as mountain ranges. 

Why he did not bother to prepare the inculpatory ob-
jects by firing fully loaded cartridges is a question that 
only he can answer. The press of time, or the unavailabil-
ity of a suitable location, or both, or another reason may 
have hindered him. It is likely that he failed even to 
consider firing bullets from the cases, for the physical 
evidence of his activity clearly indicates that he did not 
regard it important. 

The cost of his blunder is coming due. Seeking to 
implicate a vtanerable young man who would inherently be 
a uubject'of suspicion, the genuine accomplice in the 
assassination blasted the primers of three empty cart- . 
ridge cases. The outcome was a muffled "pop", "pop", 
"pop", and an indictment of official government com-
plicity in the frame-up of Lee Harvey Oswald, an indict-
ment that is offensive to the ears (more offensive than 
primer-pops), offensive to the mind (more offensive than 
assassination itself), and offensive to the conscience,: 
of the nation, but true, true, true. 



When the three cartridge cases were left near
 

the Depository window, "the buck" was passed 
to 

Robert A. Frazier, firearms identification ex
pert of 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Frazier
 did not 

pass the buck back; he cherished it, and he s
hared it 

with others. 
"The buck" has four corners: Frazier holdSone

 (very 

tightly); FBI firearms identification expert 
Cortland 

Cunningham holds another ( gently, with the tips of two 

fingers); Joseph D. Nicol, firearms identification 
expert for the State of Illinois, holds the t

hird (he 

may not even know it). 
The fourth corner does not hang loose. It is held 

by whatever person (or persons) caused Frazie
r to examine 

the cartridge cases and to report his finding
s, but not 

all of his findings. 
The official investigators of the assassinati

on 

can have found comfort for their consternatio
n only be-

cause the accomplice knew enough at least to 
blast the 

primers with the same rifle that was left in 
the Deposit-

ory building; otherwise, the burden of obfusc
ation would 

have increased a thousandfold. • 
Even so, Frazier deemed it necessary twice to

 perform 

a criminal act with the foul intent of perpet
uating the 

work of assassins, of perpetuating the frame-up of 
Lee Harvey Oswald, of corroborating the frame

-up, of 

endowing it with official government sanction
, of stamping 

it "BORN IN DALLAS, BRED IN WASHINGTON". 

What follows is a discussion of the things th
at 

Frazier found and reported, and of the things
 that Frazier 

found an failed to report-- and of the things
 that Frazier 

did to comfort and aid assassins. 

Lest the onus of guilt fall on Frazier merely
 because 

his work is the focus of discussion, the read
er should 

understand now and always that Frazier lid no
t act in his 

own interest, that Frazier was not his own ag
ent. 


